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Sunday Services — December 2020
All of our services in December will be online, via Zoom.
December 6, 10:00 am
Birthing a New Day
Service Leader: Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
In “A Sikh Prayer for America on November 9th, 2016”, Valarie Kaur asks the
question, “What if this darkness is not the darkness of the tomb, but the darkness
of the womb?” Using this prayer as our central text, we will reflect on what we
might be birthing, as individuals and as a community.
December 13, 10:00 am
Reclaiming the Holy
Service Leader: Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
On this Sunday that falls in the midst of the Jewish festival of Hanukah, we’ll
reflect on the ancient story and explore the ways it resonates through the ages.
December 20, 10:00 am
Lighting Candles and Carrying Confetti
Service Leader: Rev. Leela Sinha
There's anticipating, there's hoping, and then there's what you do when you know
in your bones that things have changed, but nothing shows.
Rev Leela Sinha (ze/zim) is a lifelong UU and an entrepreneurial UU minister
writing, coaching, and consulting with leaders around ethical use of power, and
the role that community plays in that. After most of a lifetime in the Northeast, ze
lives and works in the Bay Area.
December 27, 10:00 am
The Burning Service
Service Leader: Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
This annual contemplative service is centered on the ritual of burning the things
from the previous year we are ready to let go of- and holding on to the things we
have learned and want to carry forward with us. This year, the service will, of
course, be virtual, so if you’d like to participate in the ritual, you’ll need two
small pieces of paper and a way to burn one of them.

For Special Holiday Services and Events please see page 4.

A Plea for Our Month of Sundays Program
We have been lucky to be able to meet virtually in this era of self-quarantine and social isolation. I want to remind you of our mission to minister to the needs of people in our community who are struggling in these times because of loss of income, food insufficiency because of loss of school lunches and breakfasts, loss of social services,
illness and other things we can’t even imagine. As part of our mission to be of help, we collect money every Sunday
and give it to local agencies who work to meet these needs. Since we do not have a collection in our virtual services,
we need to help by sending checks and cash to the church office to support our Month of Sundays program. Please
indicate on your check or cash envelope that it is to go to the Month of Sundays program. Thank you for caring.
—Mary Jo Hamilton

Minister’s Pages
Minister’s Musings: December 2020
At times our own light goes out and is rekindled
by a spark from another person. Each of us has cause
to think with deep gratitude of those who have lighted
the flame within us.
Albert Schweitzer
“This Little Light of mine…I’m gonna let it
shine…”
The metaphor of the inner light is a common one,
found in most world religions. It symbolizes our spiritual nature, our unique spark, the place in us that
holds joy and love and hope. The metaphor frequently
surfaces at this time of year, because as sunlight becomes weaker and scarcer, the light within has to do
double duty.
But nine months into the pandemic, we may not
be feeling very shiny. Let’s be honest - our light might
be stuttering at the moment. It’s only natural that we
feel tired and stressed, overwhelmed and sad. We keep
on keeping on, but it takes will power. Then sometimes, our light goes out completely. We no longer
have the strength to even go through the motions. We
curl up in the dark. If we’re lucky, we rest and heal. If
we’re not, we can get stuck.
Each of us has our own rhythm and way of being
in the world. But I would venture a guess that all of us
have inner lights that wax and wane. It’s part of being
human. We are not designed to be happy all of the
time. When we can find some ease and acceptance in
our times of stuttering light or even darkness, the light
comes back more easily. Nothing is more draining

than constantly faking enthusiasm.
December is a hard month for many people in any
year. Many of our holiday traditions involve fanning
the flames of family and togetherness, and the bigger
the flames, the darker the shadows they cast. Loneliness and isolation are even harder to bear than usual.
The absence of beloveds who are no longer with us
stands out in starker contrast. For those who do fan the
flames, burnout becomes a risk. We spread ourselves
too thin, push our physical and spiritual limits. Colds
and flus and other uninvited guests often show up to
complicate matters at the most inconvenient times.
This year, many of our normal touchstones and
coping strategies aren’t available to us. So. Here is my
request: please tend your inner light with exceptional
gentleness and care. When it is shining bright, let it be
soft and warm, a welcoming and warming hearth fire
rather than a dangerous bonfire. When it is stuttering,
feed it what it really needs - which is not frantic activity, but rest, reflection, and relationship. And if it goes
out, reach out. Know that you are surrounded by a
community of people who would be happy to rekindle
your fire for you - when it is time. Because we are also
wise enough to sit with you in the ashes if that is needed - so that you aren’t sitting there alone.
Being human is hard. Being human during the
holidays can be even harder. Being human during the
holidays in the midst of a global pandemic??? Forget
about it. But we will get through this, so long as we
stick together. I love you.
--Rev. Elizabeth

UUCP Staff Information

December Events

Rev. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Office hours by appointment—to make an appointment, follow this link: calendly.com/revehstevens
Zoom Room #662-139-0963

Please assume that all in-person events have been
cancelled, until further notice.
Sunday services are at 10:00, via Zoom. There is
information about using Zoom on the front page of this
newsletter, and also on the web site at palouseuu.org.
Many groups are meeting online via Zoom or other
alternate meeting methods. Please contact leaders/
organizers to check the status of any group or activity.

Ginger Yoder,
Director of Lifespan Religious Exploration
Phone: 208-882-4328
Email: uucp-dre@moscow.com
Office Hours by appointment.
Summer Stevens, Administrative Secretary
Phone: 208-882-4328
Email: uuchurch@moscow.com
Office Hours: Mon-Weds-Friday 1:00-5:00 pm
Tuesday & Thursday 2:00-4:00
Paul Thompson, Music Director
musicdirector@palouseuu.org

2020 UUCP Board
Rich Alldredge, President
Fran Rodriguez, Vice President
Ellery Blood, Recording Secretary
Judy LaLonde, Treasurer (Ex-Officio)
Marcus Smith
Karen Jennings
Margaret Dibble
Duane DeTemple
Dan Schmidt
Lynna Stewart
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Minister’s Pages
Church Chat: Special Holidays
Winter holidays let us rage against the dark.
-Newspaper headline, January 1994
We approached our holiday services with creativity, flexibility, and a little bit of anxiety. Given the
safety guidelines established to protect us from transmitting COVID-19, could we translate or reformat our
cherished traditions? Can we possibly offer experiences that help relieve the sense of isolation and heaviness that many people are naming?
I’m really pleased with what we came up with.
Some of our activities are asynchronous. (Adding decorations to the church’s tree or watching the virtual
service.) Some are in person, with masks and 6’ of
distance (carol singing, Safe and Silent Solstice). The
in-person events will be recorded and/or broadcast, so
that people who don’t feel comfortable attending live
have a way to participate. It’s not perfect, but it’s better than nothing.
The key ingredient, though, is imagination and
participation from all of you. If everyone finds a way
to be a part of these celebrations, it will feel meaningful and rich. We’ll weave connections, even though
we can’t be in the same room.

As you hang your ornament, look at the other ornaments, and send good thoughts and love to the people who made them. Imagine love coming back from
them to you. As you walk the labyrinth, on your own,
imagine the other people whose steps you are walking
in, and those who will walk it after you finish. Choose
to feel connected, loved and loving by all those good
folks.
When singing in person, imagine the people singing along at home. When singing at home, imagine
you are next to the people singing in person As we
light our candles on Christmas Eve, imagine people
lighting candles all around the community, and really,
all around the world. Even as we stay home to protect
each other, we are together in re-committing to the
vision of a world with peace and goodwill to all people.
If the vaccines work as expected, we will be gathering in person next year at this time. If the building
project goes as expected, we might even be gathering
in our beautiful new space. This year, our gathering
needs to be primarily in our minds and hearts. However, it is no less real for all that.

Special Holiday Services and Events
Courtyard Tree Decorating
This year, our tree will be outside in the UUCP, decked with solar powered lights. We're inviting everyone to make wildlife-safe, homemade decorations, and bring them by at your convenience to hang on the
UUCP tree. The tree will be up and ready for decoration on December 6.
Candlelight Carol Sings
On Sundays at 5 pm and Thursdays at 7, starting December 6 and culminating on December24th, drop by
to sing (masked and socially distanced) some Christmas carols. We'll be recording audio and video, and
combining them for the virtual service. (If the weather is particularly foul, we will cancel).
Safe and Silent Solstice
On Monday, December 21st, we'll set up a Labyrinth next to the tree in the courtyard. Quiet music will be
playing between 5 and 8 pm. Come by, choose a meditative reading, walk the labyrinth, and light your
candle from the chalice at the heart of the labyrinth. Welcome the returning of the light!
Virtual Christmas Eve Service
Our traditional service with special music, readings, and a brief homily will be pre-recorded and available
for you to watch by noon on Christmas Eve. Make sure you stop by the church sometime before the service (maybe when you drop off your hand-made ornament for the tree?) to pick up candles and boboches
(candle holders) for everyone in your household. When it is convenient, get out your candles, turn out the
lights, and settle in for a beautiful and meaningful virtual service.
Christmas Eve Candlelight Carol Sing
Rain or shine, we'll have one last (outdoor, masked, distanced) candlelight carol sing at 7 pm on Christmas Eve. We'll keep it brief, Live Stream to our Facebook page and post video on our YouTube channel
for those who prefer not to come in person.
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Religious Exploration Information
This Month in Religious Exploration : December 2020
Sunday In Person Gatherings
12 pm, PCEI Nancy Taylor Pavilion
All are welcome to gather rain or shine at PCEI Nature Center each Sunday at noon. We will have chairs
set up distanced as well as hot water and tea. The pavilion tends to be mostly sheltered, and there is a playground for children to explore.
Both PCEI and our church have COVID requirements in place; we will split into groups of 10 or less,
masking mandates for all, and social distance of 6 feet between family members is required.
Rainbow Circle Time
Wednesday 10 am, Yellow House Zoom Room
Each week we will hear a children’s story that illustrates one of our 7 principles. Songs and games round
out our time together.
Sunday Religious Exploration Zoom on Hold – Join us at PCEI each Sunday at noon for connection!
December Family Dinner Ministry —Wednesday December 16 ~ 6 pm
Sign up today for our December Dinner Ministry! We will deliver a “night off” for your family including
a meal and children’s activities. We have a zoom meetup planned if you’d like to join, or just enjoy the time
with your loved ones. Sign up by Wed Dec 9 so we can plan to include your family!
https://forms.gle/5hm6fSAcYmjoNyaB6
Family Christmas Zoom Celebration
Saturday December 19 6:00 pm, Yellow House Zoom
Come one and all for a family Christmas Extravaganza. Storytime with "Santa" with cookies and milk or cocoa, followed by holiday games and singing. 7:00 pm we will start holiday classic movies.
~ It's a Wonderful Life ~
All UUCP Zoom Movie Viewing, Saturday December 27, 6 pm
What better way to culminate our holiday plans than with a viewing of It’s a Wonderful Life with your UUCP
family? Log on to the Yellow House Zoom room at 6:00 pm with your popcorn ready!
Saturday Game Nights — Yellow House Zoom, 6 pm
Join Ryan Urie for all ages (all UUCP!) game nights Saturdays 6-8 pm. We have found an amazing and honestly hysterical way to play games over zoom. Join us in the YH Zoom room!

PPQ Online Winter Bizarre Bazaar
The PPQ offers an online winter bizarre bazaar on http://bigmeadowcreekalpacas.com/
Not a hoax and you won't find alpacas there!
Our annual bazaar enables PPQ to support a number of charities. Each January, we meet and decide where the $$ will go. Jill Seaman's work is one of our favorites. Others include the Humane Society, Planned Parenthood, Latah Recovery Center and many more. We depend on our friends and
neighbors who want exceptional hand-made items to use as gifts or for themselves (or their cats!).
We're going to try to do this online, creating our bizarre bazaar!
Go to the "store" link to find the items that we have for sale this year with links to pictures and
further descriptions. Read the directions to find out how to order.
Thanking you in advance.
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Building Update November 19, 2020
As we previously reported, the Moscow City Board of Adjustment granted our church, on September 29,
a Conditional Use Permit for our remodel and construction project, as well as the Variance for parking requirement if we construct a balcony. We received bids for the work and intended to accept a bid in early November. But we've had to put this process on hold, because our neighbors filed an appeal to the Board of Adjustment's decision. That appeal will be heard by the Moscow City Council at its meeting on December 7.
Based on the prior approval of our permits, we hope to move forward promptly after that meeting.
Members of the Capital Campaign Building Committee are reaching out to these neighbors to understand
their concerns. We have adjusted the location of the retaining wall north of the annex to protect the neighbors’
tree roots. As soon as the appeal has been heard by the City Council, we can move forward with bid acceptance and subsequent construction. We will continue to keep the congregation informed about progress
towards our construction project, including the results of the December 7 City Council meeting.
Past updates are available at https://palouseuu.org/whats-happening/building-project/ . Questions and
comments can be directed to Al Poplawsky, alpopsky@gmail.com, chair, or other members of the Building
Committee: Mary DuPree, Mary Jo and Joel Hamilton, Steve Flint, Archie George, John Pool, Bill Webb, and
Pat Fuerst.

Month of Sundays—December 2020—ATVP
Our Month of Sundays recipient for December is Alternatives to Violence of the Palouse.
ATVP provides 24 hour emergency and supportive services to family and sexual violence victims and survivors and their children in Latah County, Idaho and Whitman County, Washington.
Services are available for concerned, supportive family members, friends and community members.
ATVP services are free, confidential, and provided to clients without discrimination on the basis of physical or
mental disability, race, ethnicity, color, religion, political beliefs, gender, gender identity (or expression), age,
national origin, citizenship, ancestry, sexual orientation, marital or familial status, pregnancy, income, veteran
status, or any other basis prohibited by federal, state, or local law.
ATVP also has an outreach and education program that focuses on increasing understanding, awareness,
and ultimately on preventing family and sexual violence. ATVP is committed to providing services within an
empowerment model, offering clients the opportunity to consider a wide range of options as the individual
needs and circumstances dictate and a safe, supportive environment in which to reach decisions. Within this
framework, ATVP advocates work to ensure that people have the best possible information, identify useful
resources, and help clients put their decisions into practice. ATVP can be reached at the 24-hour crisis hotline:
1-877-334-2887, 1-509-332-HELP (4357), or 1-208- 883-HELP (4357). Web site atvp.org.

A Note from the UUCP Board—The Wild Ride
I can’t say that 2020 has been a great year, bemy grandson allow us to touch each other’s hearts
cause it hasn’t been. But like an irritated oyster that
when physical contact isn’t possible. And there are the
produces a pearl from grains of sand, 2020 has provid- daily walks.
ed me with bits of wisdom and love for which I shall
To encourage each other to get out and walk, my
always be grateful.
sister and I send pictures of what we see in our neighNever in my wildest nightmares could I have im- borhoods. I have discovered so many bits of interest
agined living through a year of political turmoil, cli- like lovely gardens, inspirational yard signs, friendly
mate changing wildfires, hurricanes and perhaps worst kitties who love to encircle the legs, and best of all, the
of all, a global pandemic. What a wild ride! Yet, in
sidewalk chalk messages from Cooper the dog via his
spite of what could be described as dark and terrible, I human.
have found many gems that brighten, enlighten and
Finally, I am humbled by the outpouring of love
help me to connect with the world in new ways.
coming from my surprise birthday parade. That wouldWhile Spending most of my days at home, I have n’t have happened any other year. In so many ways, I
delighted in many kid chats with charming and imagi- am reminded of the love that connects us and makes us
native UU children. They continually surprise me with strong. Love is the light at the end of the tunnel.
their unique world views. The letters I now write to
—Fran Rodriguez, UUCP Board Vice President
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Living the 7th UU Principle — The World You Want Is Up to You
Nature in the Winter

Who inspired your love of Nature?
How can you do more to protect Nature?
As the ground is covered with snow, which animal or plant do you think of the most?
When you think about Nature as the snow is coming done, what feelings come to mind? Beauty, Hope, Calm,
Perfection, Trees and Plants, Wildlife, Rivers and Oceans?

Communication & Connection
Thinking about that Xmas letter that
goes out to a list of friends, especially those
contacted infrequently or once a year, it’s
such an odd year with fewer activities to refer to—how does one fashion that generic
letter? Taking a cue from general conversations all along, it does seem everyone talks about the
virus impacting our lives. Individualized notes added
likely will address feelings more, but the letter doesn’t
want to be just statistics of the impact on your town
and curtailments in your life. Then again, as we hear
back from friends out there, we will be anxious to
know their situation. How difficult has it been? What
positive spots have come up? Really, truly how are
you?
There have been past letters focused on personal
dilemmas, like job loss or illness or broken relationships. However, we have not experienced a Xmas in a
pandemic which has radically altered lives, economies, plans, daily routines, and a community-wide
sense of security and purpose on a national and world
scale. We’ve been derailed and now travel a bumpy
path without customary tracks grounding us. But derailment hasn’t stopped all our trains, even though
we’ve lost some close to us and significant resources.
Still, we are the little engine that thinks, believes,
knows it can go forward. We keep climbing that hill.
And we can and do help other engines struggling with
us.
Turkey Day will be different, as have been preceding holidays. We may write of it in our Xmas missive and share our alternatives for the yuletide. We
may practice for Zoom caroling, snug inside with cocoa sans snow on our eyelashes. We might dust off
forgotten ornaments and shelf decorations to bedeck
our halls since more of us will be staying at home. We
may write, “Hey, buddy, we put up all the do-dads this
year, expanding to house plants and lamps, and there

was the one you gave me years ago … you
remember the one” as visions of past fun resurface.
We may write about the New Year, our resolutions accomplished in the recent isolation
so we are actually moving on to new ones.
Hey, I’ve taken up painting! Done a lot of reading
these past months and here’s some that you might
want to check out. Cleaned out so much stuff, we’ve
redone that formerly clutter-filled room into a nifty
den. And we took up volunteering and met wonderful
people and I am encouraged by the difference I’ve
made. We may reflect and write a few lines or so
about the deeper meanings we’ve discovered through
this global crisis.
As we make our way through these altered holidays with the big one looming in the depth of winter,
hot on its heels will be the first one of the new year.
While it does feel like the tunnel is darkening, again, it
also feels like light is rounding the bend, coming closer to us. There’s strong talk of a vaccine. Eventual recovery. The laying of new track, anchored by broader
connections and understanding about all our intersecting roles with each other. Our kinder words and helping hands are communicating a refined script to whatever we write upon the history bequeathed from this
pandemic.
Yes, there may be a different kind of Xmas letter
this year. A different kind of holiday celebration, not
without some familiar trappings. But that shining star,
whatever you choose to call it, is still there, leading us
into the growing sunlight of 2021. Glitter is still on our
cards and dreams and intentions, sticking to our fingers and joy. Our bright banners will still proclaim:
Good will to all. And our Xmas letters will still be
signed with much love.
—Victoria Seever
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UUCP Environmental Task Force December 2020 Report
Nez Perce Biologist David Moen has completed a
plan for the reintroduction of condor into Hells Canyon that has been approved by the Federal Department
of Wildlife with only one missing link: lead bullets
would need to be banned there. Our environmental
group will be working with the tribe on this issue. Any
church members that have contacts within the hunting
community would be welcome to join us.
When we showed a film followed by a discussion
led by Mr. Moen several years ago to a standing room
only group at the Kenworthy, it was received by many
hunters willing to give up their lead bullets. As soon as
the Kenworthy is open again, we plan to show "The
Condor and the Eagle", a very suitable film produced
by the UU Earth Ministry on this issue. Another nature
film we have on our list to bring to the Moscow audience is "My Octopus Teacher" that inspires the viewers with the connection between humans and wildlife.
Thanks to Zoom, we have been able to connect
with university programs including a panel discussion
featuring faculty from the Theatre Department working on Indigenous History. This event was introduced
by the Department Chairman, Richard Caisley. It coin-

cided with Native American month during
which the National Native American Veterans Memorial was unveiled in Washington
DC. Another interesting historical Zoom talk covered
Lewis and Clark's journey through Idaho.
We continue to work with the Moscow Pollinator
Group. In addition to pollinators, this group allows us
to gain information from the local Audubon Chapter
and other college and Federal groups. As a result, we
are kept aware of Idaho issues like the proposed Midas
Gold open pit mine in the Salmon River south of
McCall and Idaho issues within the Trust for Public
Land.
Peter Singer from Princeton University reminded
us that nearly 69 million of our fellow citizens voted
for a candidate that he described as lacking any capacity for ethical reasoning. Now as we finish up November and move into December, let us be reminded that
this is the season for sharing. " When you have more
than you need, build a longer table, not a higher wall."
Please join us for our next meeting following church
in the new year.
—Pat Rathmann

Wholly Crones

We will meet on Zoom in December—for the Zoom room number and for any questions or further
information contact Mary Jo Hamilton.

Grief Support Group
Grief comes to everyone at some point in life. If you are grieving the loss of a loved one (two
or four legged), through death, divorce, illness, moving away, the loss of a job, a home, or community you are welcome to join our Grief group, which meets on the first Monday of the month from
6:00-7:00 pm. The next meeting is December 7
Organized by the Unitarian Universalist Church of the Palouse. Everyone is welcome. The group meets
on Zoom: https://palouseuu-org.zoom.us/j/5358085754 Meeting ID: 535 808 5754

PPQ News

We are meeting regularly via Zoom—contact Mary Jo
Hamilton for more information.

Moscow-Pullman Meditation Group
The UUCP's Moscow/Pullman Meditation Group is currently
using alternative meeting methods—contact Cynthia Pierce-Garnett
at moscowpullmanmindfullness@gmail.com !
You can learn more about us at nwmindfulness.wordpress.com
or on Facebook at moscow / pullman meditation group.
For questions, email Cynthia Pierce-Garnett, group facilitator, at moscowpullmanmindfulness@gmail.com Joining
a meditation group can motivate you to maintain a consistent practice!
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Mah Jongg Party
As you probably have guessed,
no Mah Jongg until the Isolate-atHome policy is rescinded, which may
be a while. And, it’s hard to play
Mah Jongg over Zoom. This is a
good time for you all to teach your co
-quarantining family and roommates
how to play Mah Jongg. I hope we
can meet in person
to play soon.
—Mary Jo
Hamilton

UUCP

Unitarian Universalist Church of the Palouse
PO Box 9342
Moscow, ID 83843
Return Service Requested
Mail Pledge Payments to address above

REFUSED

If you no longer wish to receive this
newsletter, please check the box
above and return.
We pay the postage. Thank you.

General Church Information

UUCP Phone: 208-882-4328
Office Email: uuchurch@moscow.com
Rev. Dr. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Judy LaLonde, Treasurer: 208-882-3556

http://www.palouseuu.org

Would you like to receive email updates from the UUCP?
Sign me up for the UUCP list, which receives notices of UUCP events, activities, etc.
Sign me up for the Non-UUCP list, which receives notices of events, activities, etc. not directly related to the UUCP but of likely interest to our members and friends.
My email address is:
(please print clearly!)
Please update my email address!
New email address:
Old email address:
Please print clearly.
Place in drop box into church office, email uuchurch@moscow.com,
OR mail to UUCP, PO Box 9342, Moscow, ID 83843
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